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We present a simple geometrical “fluidic” approximation to the non-adiabatic part of the Kohn-
Sham potential, vKS, of time-dependent density functional theory. This part of vKS is often crucial,
but most practical functional approximations utilize an adiabatic approach based on ground-state
DFT. For a variety of prototype systems, we calculate the exact time-dependent electron density,
and find that the fluidic approximation corrects a large part of the error arising from the “exact
adiabatic” approach, even when the system is evolving far from adiabatically.
Time-dependent Kohn-Sham density functional the-
ory [1–3] (TDDFT) is in principle an exact and efficient
theory of the dynamics of systems of interacting elec-
trons. In practical applications, while performing well
in some cases, its validity is often restricted by the limi-
tations of available approximate functionals for electron
exchange and correlation (xc). Typically, an adiabatic
approximation is used, in which the instantaneous elec-
tron density is implicitly assumed to be in its ground
state, thereby neglecting all memory effects in the xc po-
tential. While these ground-state approximations have
steadily improved [3–14], by definition they entirely omit
the non-adiabatic part, for which approximations of sim-
ilar quality do not exist. In this Letter, in order to as-
sist the construction of more accurate approximate func-
tionals, we focus on the non-adiabatic component of the
complete Kohn-Sham potential. We determine the exact
adiabatic and non-adiabatic of this potential, vKS, and
propose an approximation to the latter.
We work in the Runge-Gross formalism [1] of TDDFT,
in which the exact xc potential, vxc, at time t [15] de-
pends on the density at all points in space and all non-
future times. It has been argued [16–19] that the ex-
act non-adiabatic functional often requires strong non-
local temporal and spatial dependence on the density.
A number of properties of the exact functional, such as
the harmonic potential theorem (HPT) [16] and zero-
force theorem (ZFT) [17], have been used to identify
limitations of previous approximate TDDFT function-
als. Adiabatic functionals trivially satisfy many of these
exact conditions through their complete lack of memory-
dependence, yet prove inadequate in many applications
[20–32]. The development of non-adiabatic functionals
that continue to satisfy these exact properties is non-
trivial. For example, it was shown that modifying the
adiabatic local density approximation (ALDA) by intro-
ducing time-nonlocality, such as in the Gross-Kohn [33]
(GK) approximation, is inappropriate [16, 17].
The best-known approximate non-adiabatic functional
is that developed by Vignale and Kohn [19, 34, 35] (VK).
This was constructed by studying the responses to slowly-
varying perturbations of the homogeneous electron gas,
and they found a time-dependent xc vector potential as a
functional of the local current and charge densities j and
n, thereby implicitly obtaining a scalar potential which
depends nonlocally on the density. While the VK for-
malism has proved promising [36–46], not least through
it obeying the HPT and ZFT, its validity is limited [47–
51] owing to the constraints under which it was derived.
Our calculations employ the iDEA code [52] which
solves the many-electron Schro¨dinger equation exactly
for small, one-dimensional prototype systems of spinless
electrons [53] [54]. This gives us access to the exact
electron density n(x, t). We then determine the exact
vKS(x, t) through reverse engineering [55]. We also ob-
tain the exact adiabatic KS potential [21, 29, 56] vAKS
by applying ground-state reverse engineering to the in-
stantaneous density at each time [57]. The exact non-
adiabatic component ∆vKS is then vKS − vAKS.
In developing an approximation to ∆vKS, it is help-
ful to consider the situation in different inertial frames,
related through a Galilean transformation, as noted by
Tokatly et al. [58–62]. While vAKS requires zero correc-
tion in any inertial frame when the density is fully static
in one of these frames, in the more general case the non-
adiabatic corrections to vAKS may be expected to be at
their smallest in the local, instantaneous rest frame of the
density, defined by a transformation velocity of the local
velocity field u(x, t) = j(x, t)/n(x, t). In particular, the
effects of acceleration (u˙ 6= 0) and dispersion (∂xu 6= 0)
have least effect in a frame where u itself is zero [63]. Con-
veniently, introducing a vector potential A = −u(x, t) in
the original frame of reference is (apart from an unim-
portant temporal phase factor) equivalent to a Galilean
transformation to the local instantaneous rest frame [64]
[58, 59]. As described above, the non-adiabatic correc-
tion should be minimal in the latter frame, and here we
adopt the simple assumption that it is zero. We term this
the fluidic approximation. The resulting non-adiabatic
correction in the original frame is therefore
∆vKS(x, t > 0) = −
∫ x
−∞
∂
∂t
u(x′, t > 0) dx′, (1)
where we have gauge-transformed A into a scalar poten-
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2tial. It is evident that the density-dependence of this
∆vKS is nonlocal in both space and time [19].
System 1 — As a first test of the fluidic approximation,
we consider two interacting electrons in a potential well,
which takes the form of an inverted Gaussian function.
Initially in the ground state, a uniform electric field, −εx,
is applied at t = 0, driving the electrons to the right and
inducing a current [Fig. 1(a)]. The sudden application
of the perturbation means that we are well outside of
the adiabatic limit, and this can be seen by solving the
time-dependent KS equations with the exact adiabatic
KS potential, vKS(t) = v
A
KS(t). By plotting the change in
the electron density from the ground state, δn, we find
vAKS(t) on its own to be wholly inadequate (≈ 13% error
in n [65] at t = 8 a.u.), while adding the fluidic approx-
imation substantially reduces this error to less than 1%
[Fig. 1(b)].
To understand these results we analyze the non-
adiabatic correction to the KS potential in both its scalar
and its vector forms. We find very good agreement be-
tween the exact ∆AKS and that obtained using the fluidic
approximation −u(x, t) [Fig. 2(a)]. The velocity field u
(the negative of the fluidic curve in Fig. 2(a)) quickly be-
comes strongly non-uniform in both space and time as
the electrons explore excited states – far removed from a
universal rest frame. Similarly close agreement between
the exact and fluidic ∆vKS [Fig. 2(b)] is evident when
the non-adiabatic correction is cast into its scalar form
through Eq. (1).
Systems 2A, 2B, 2C — We now consider a set of
systems of interacting electrons in atomiclike external
potentials which decay much more slowly at large x,
vext = −a/(|x|+ a) with a = 20, thereby increasing cor-
relation. At time t = 0, the (negative) external potential
is multiplied by a factor f , which is 1.25 for System 2A
(two electrons), 1.25 for System 2B (three electrons) and
4.0 for System 2C (three electrons).
In System 2A the sudden deepening of vext at t = 0
acts to pull the two electrons together. This results in a
velocity field that is varying in both space and time, as in
System 1; in this case even the sign of u is not the same
for all x, which takes us even further away from the adia-
batic limit. Correspondingly, we find the exact adiabatic
potential to be insufficient (≈ 5% error in n at t = 6 a.u.),
while adding the fluidic approximation reduces this error
to less than 1%. System 2B contains three interacting
electrons in the same vext as System 2A. The additional
electron results in a ground-state density that is much
less spatially uniform. We run the simulation for 10 a.u.
of time and find similar results: vAKS produces an error in
n of ≈ 6%, and the fluidic approximation reduces this to
less than 1%.
As mentioned above, the fluidic approximation as-
sumes that a system remains close to its ground state
in the local instantaneous rest frame. In order to stretch
this approximation severely, in System 2C the perturb-
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FIG. 1. System 1: two interacting electrons in a Gaus-
sian potential well, with a uniform electric field applied at
t = 0, driving the electrons to the right and inducing a cur-
rent. (a) The ground-state external potential (dashed pur-
ple) and exact ground-state electron density (dashed blue),
along with the perturbed external potential (solid purple)
and exact time-dependent electron density at t = 8 a.u.
(solid blue). (b) The change in the exact electron density
(δn(x, t) = n(x, t) − n(x, 0)) at t = 8 a.u. (short-dashed
green), along with that obtained when using the exact vAKS
(solid blue), and when adding the exact vAKS with the fluidic
approximation ∆AKS = −u (dashed red). The error pertain-
ing to the exact adiabatic potential is substantially reduced
by the fluidic approximation.
ing potential is much stronger, resulting in a much larger
response of the density [Fig. 3(a)]. The fluidic approxi-
mation still succeeds in reducing the error in the density,
from ≈ 25% where only the exact adiabatic potential is
used, to ≈ 5%.
Exact conditions — A number of properties of the ex-
act xc functional are known, and these are often used to
identify the limitations of approximate functionals. We
now explore whether the fluidic approximation satisfies
these exact conditions.
We begin with the one-electron limit, where the exact
xc functional, when applied to a one-electron system, re-
duces to the negative of the Hartree potential vH, thereby
canceling the spurious self-interaction. This means that
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FIG. 2. The non-adiabatic correction to the KS potentials for
System 1. (a) The exact ∆AKS (short-dashed green) and that
obtained using the fluidic approximation ∆AKS = −u (dashed
red), at t = 8 a.u. (b) The corresponding exact (short-dashed
green) and fluidic (dashed red) ∆vKS in its scalar form. The
fluidic approximation performs very well, even though the
velocity field is non-uniform in both space and time. (The
exact adiabatic approximation, of course, amounts to setting
∆AKS = ∆vKS = 0.)
vKS is described exactly by a known functional [21, 29],
which has been termed [66] the single orbital approxima-
tion, whose non-adiabatic part is
∆vKS(x, t) = −
∫ x
−∞
∂
∂t
u(x, t) dx′ − 1
2
u2(x, t). (2)
We note that the first term is the fluidic approximation
[Eq. (1)]. We have studied systems of one electron in the
external potentials from Systems 1, 2A and 2C, and con-
firm that the full Eq. (2) yields the exact vKS; here, the
effect on the density of including the −u2/2 term ranges
from 0.1% (potential 2A) to 14% (potential 2C), so that
the fluidic approximation alone is already satisfactory.
Indeed, in our two- and three-electron systems, the effect
of adding the additional term to the fluidic approxima-
tion is small and typically slightly deleterious.
The zero-force theorem [17] follows from Newton’s
third law and requires the net force exerted on the system
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FIG. 3. System 2C: three interacting electrons in an atomi-
clike potential, with the strength of the potential increased at
t = 0, pulling the electrons together. (a) The ground-state ex-
ternal potential (dashed purple) and exact ground-state elec-
tron density (dashed blue), along with the perturbed exter-
nal potential (solid purple) and exact time-dependent electron
density at t = 6 a.u. (solid blue). (b) The change in the ex-
act electron density at t = 6 a.u. (short-dashed green), along
with that obtained when using the exact vAKS (solid blue), and
when adding the exact vAKS with the fluidic approximation
(dashed red). Even though the density is strongly disrupted,
the fluidic approximation remains successful.
by vH and vxc to vanish. At the level of the KS poten-
tial,
∫
n(x, t)∂x∆vKS(x, t) dx =
∫
n(x, t)∂xvext(x, t) dx,
since the exact vAKS satisfies the theorem in its own right.
In the fluidic approximation for System 1 [67], the left
and right hand sides of this equation are within 11 % of
one another, so that the theorem appears to be approxi-
mately obeyed.
The harmonic potential theorem [16] shows that in a
system of interacting electrons in a harmonic potential,
subject to a uniform electric field at t = 0, the den-
sity rigidly moves in the manner of the underlying classi-
cal harmonic oscillator. We have shown that the fluidic
approximation adds exactly the non-adiabatic correction
required [68] by the HPT. We have also confirmed this
numerically for two interacting electrons in a harmonic
potential.
4A constraint that can be challenging for non-adiabatic
functionals is the memory condition [69], which notes
that vxc(t) and hence vKS(t) must be independent of
which previous instant in the evolution of the system is to
be used to designate the “initial state”. This is violated
by the VK functional [29]. Eq. (1) demonstrates that the
fluidic approximation satisfies this memory condition by
virtue of its dependence only on the instantaneous rate
of change of u, and not its full history.
System 3 — As a challenging test of the fluidic approx-
imation, we finally consider two interacting electrons in
a tunneling system. Initially vext is a symmetric double-
well potential, with one electron localized in each well.
At t = 0, the left-hand well is raised and the right-
hand well lowered, initiating tunneling through the bar-
rier [Fig. 4]. A tunneling electron has an imaginary mo-
mentum, meaning that the (real) velocity field is of less
physical significance. Correspondingly, the fluidic ap-
proximation recovers less of the adiabatic density error,
but nevertheless reduces it from ≈ 12% to ≈ 6%. Ac-
cordingly, the tunneling rate from the left-hand side to
the right-hand side is improved [inset of Fig. 4].
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FIG. 4. System 3: two interacting electrons in a tunneling sys-
tem. Inset: The exact total electron number on the left-hand
side (x < 0) (short-dashed green); also the exact adiabatic
(solid blue) and fluidic approximation (dashed red).
In summary, we have calculated the exact adiabatic
and non-adiabatic parts of the KS potential, vAKS and
∆vKS, for a variety of model systems. The LDA, GGA,
orbital functionals for the ground state, and any other
density functional for the ground state, all focus on ap-
proximations to part or all of vAKS. ∆vKS is precisely
defined by our procedure, and represents the part of the
time-dependent KS potential that is intrinsically unob-
tainable from a ground-state functional. Our key find-
ing is that a simple geometrical approximation to this
non-adiabatic KS potential – making use of a Galilean
transformation to the local instantaneous rest frame –
typically recovers most of the density error attributable
to the exact adiabatic approximation: 80 − 95% in the
ballistic systems studied.
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SYSTEM 1 (TWO-ELECTRON GAUSSIAN WELL)
The unperturbed and perturbed external potentials are:
vext(x, t = 0) = −ae−bx2 , (1)
vext(x, t > 0) = −ae−bx2 − εx, (2)
where a = 0.75 a.u., b = 0.1 a.u. and ε = 0.02 a.u. The system has a spatial length of 30 a.u. and is sampled
with 151 grid points, leading to a grid spacing of δx = 0.2 a.u. Real time propagation is simulated for 8 a.u.
and is sampled with 1601 time points, leading to a time-step of δt = 0.005 a.u. To determine how well the
fluidic approximation satisfies the zero-force theorem, we use δx = 0.06 a.u. and δt = 4× 10−4 a.u.
SYSTEM 2A (TWO-ELECTRON ATOM)
The unperturbed and perturbed external potentials are:
vext(x, t = 0) = − a|x|+ a, (3)
vext(x, t > 0) = −f a|x|+ a, (4)
where a = 20 a.u. and f = 1.25. The system has a spatial length of 40 a.u. and is sampled with 151 grid points,
leading to a grid spacing of δx ≈ 0.27 a.u. Real time propagation is simulated for 6 a.u. and is sampled with
1201 time points, leading to a time-step of δt = 0.005 a.u.
SYSTEM 2B (THREE-ELECTRON ATOM)
The potentials are of the same form as Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) with a = 20 a.u. and f = 1.25. The system
has a spatial length of 50 a.u. and is sampled with 101 grid points, leading to a grid spacing of δx = 0.5 a.u.
Real time propagation is simulated for 10 a.u. and is sampled with 2001 time points, leading to a time-step of
δt = 0.005 a.u.
SYSTEM 2C (STRONGLY DISRUPTED THREE-ELECTRON ATOM)
The potentials are of the same form as Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) with a = 20 a.u. and f = 4.0. The system
has a spatial length of 50 a.u. and is sampled with 101 grid points, leading to a grid spacing of δx = 0.5 a.u.
Real time propagation is simulated for 6 a.u. and is sampled with 3001 time points, leading to a time-step of
δt = 0.002 a.u.
SYSTEM 3 (TWO-ELECTRON TUNNELING SYSTEM)
The unperturbed and perturbed external potentials are:
vext(x, t = 0) =

−a −8 ≤ x ≤ −1
−a 1 ≤ x ≤ 8
0 otherwise
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2vext(x, t > 0) =

−a2 −8 ≤ x ≤ −1
− 3a2 1 ≤ x ≤ 8
0 otherwise
where a = 0.3 a.u. The system has a spatial length of 30 a.u. and is sampled with 151 grid points, leading to
a grid spacing of δx = 0.2 a.u. Real time propagation is simulated for 15 a.u. and is sampled with 15001 time
points, leading to a time-step of δt = 0.001 a.u.
ANIMATIONS
We have produced a movie file for each system, which animates the time-evolution of the electron density:
• gaussian.mp4 (System 1)
• atom2.mp4 (System 2A)
• atom3.mp4 (System 2B)
• atom3 sd.mp4 (System 2C)
• tunneling.mp4 (System 3)
